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A Timing-Driven Pseudoexhaustive Testing for VLSI
Circuits

Shih-Chieh Chang and Jiann-Chyi Rau

Abstract—Because of its ability to detect all nonredundant combina-
tional faults, exhaustive testing, which applies all possible input combina-
tions to a circuit, is an attractive test method. However, the test applica-
tion time for exhaustive testing can be very large. To reduce the test time,
pseudoexhaustive testing inserts some bypass storage cells (bscs) so that
the dependency of each node is within some predetermined value. Though
bsc insertion can reduce the test time, it may increase circuit delay. In this
paper, our objective is to reduce the delay penalty of bsc insertion for pseu-
doexhaustive testing. We first propose a tight delay lower bound algorithm,
which estimates the minimum circuit delay for each node after bsc inser-
tion. By understanding how the lower bound algorithm loses optimality, we
can propose a bsc insertion heuristic that tries to insert bscs so that the final
delay is as close to the lower bound as possible. Our experiments show that
the results of our heuristic are either optimal because they are the same as
the delay lower bounds or they are very close to the optimal solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the feature size of very large scale integration (VLSI) fabrication
is shrunk to deep submicrometer, the traditional stuck-at fault model
can no longer precisely model some more complex faults, such as
cross-talk faults and charge-sharing faults in domino circuits. By
applying to a combinational circuit to all possible input combinations
as test patterns, exhaustive testing, one method of built-in self-test
(BIST) [1]–[3], becomes very attractive because the exhaustive testing
method can guarantee the detection of all nonredundant combinational
faults.

Unfortunately, the test time of exhaustively testing a combinational
circuit increases exponentially to the number of primary inputs (PIs)
in the circuit, which makes this test method unpractical for circuits
with a large number of PIs. To tackle this problem,pseudoexhaustive
testing[4], [5], [11]–[14], [16], and [17] attempts to reduce test time
without sacrificing test quality. Among the techniques of pseudoex-
haustive testing, [5], [11], [12], [16], [17] insert to the circuit some
bypass storage cells (bscs), which are transparent in the normal mode
and act as pseudoprimary inputs and pseudoprimary outputs (POs) in
the test mode. It is said that a gatedependson a bsc (or a PI) if there is
a path from the bsc (or the PI) to the node and there are no other bscs in
the path. After bsc insertion, the set of PIs and bscs that a node depends
on is thedependencyset of the node and the size is thedependencysize.
If the dependency size of a node is not greater than some valuek, we
can exhaustively test the node with2k test patterns. For example, the
circuit of Fig. 1(a) originally has six PIs and one PO. In the test mode,
we need26 test patterns to exhaustively test the circuit. After inserting
two bscsb1 andb2 into the circuit shown in Fig. 1(b), each (pseudo)
PO depends on, at most, three PIs or bscs. Hence, in the test mode, we
only need, at most,23 test patterns to exhaustively test the circuit using
an appropriate BIST configuration.
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The test time to exhaustively test a node depends on its dependency
size of the node. In order to exhaustively test a circuit using2

k pat-
terns, some bscs may be inserted so that the dependency of each node
is less than or equal to some predetermined valuek, called thedepen-
dency constraint. On the other hand, adding bscs can increase the cir-
cuit size. Most previous work [5], [11], [16], [17] attempts to reduce the
number of bscs under a given dependency constraint. Basically, based
on the area consideration, the bsc insertion methods for pseudoexhaus-
tive testing can be divided into two categories. One uses the constrained
partitioning strategy (CPS), which partitions a circuit into several dis-
joint subcircuits [5], [16], [17]. The other uses the unconstrained par-
titioning strategy (UPS), which makes no such constraint [11]. In this
paper, our strategy of bsc insertion is based on the first one. In addition
to the area overhead of inserted bscs, the inserted bscs may be placed on
critical paths and, therefore, can worsen the circuit delay. Consider the
same circuit of Fig. 1(a) and assume the pathI1 ! g1 ! g3 ! g5

is critical. Consider a solution for exhaustively testing the circuit in
Fig. 1(b). Despite the fact that the inserted bscs do not affect the circuit’s
original function in the normal mode, the circuit delay is increased due
to the placement of two bscs on the critical path. Instead, if we insert
bscs as in Fig. 1(c), where only one bsc is placed on the critical path, the
critical path delay is less than the delay in Fig. 1(b). Note that the max-
imum dependency size of both BIST configuration is three.

The purpose of this paper is to minimize the delay penalty that results
from inserting bscs under a given dependency constraint. Our algorithm
consists of two phases. In the first phase, we discuss an algorithm that
finds a lower boundof the minimum delay for a node after inserting
bscs. This lower bound allows one to claim optimal if a delay result is
the same as the lower bound. With the lower bound information and
the understanding of how the optimality may not be achievable, we
then develop a heuristic to guide bsc insertion so that the delay result
(after inserting bscs) is as close to the lower bound as possible. Both
the lower bound algorithm and the bsc insertion heuristic make use of
the minimal-cut maximal-flow (MCMF) algorithm. Our experimental
results show that for many benchmark circuits, our heuristic achieves
the same delay results as the lower bounds, i.e., optimal solutions.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes an im-
plementation of pseudoexhaustive testing and Section III describes
the delay model with the associated delay computation. Section IV
describes an algorithm computing a delay lower bound for each node
under the dependency constraint. The approximation algorithm to
guide the bsc insertion process is developed in Section V. Finally, the
experimental results and conclusions are given in Sections VI and VII.

II. A N IMPLEMENTATION OF PSEUDOEXHAUSTIVETESTING

We now describe an implementation of the pseudoexhaustive testing
and the structure of a bsc by an example. Consider the circuit in Fig. 2.
To implement the pseudoexhaustive testing, two components—a test
pattern generator (TPG) and an output response analyzer (ORA) are
embedded into the circuit. Normally, the TPG is a linear feedback shift
register [1], whose purpose is to generate pseudoexhaustive test pat-
terns, and the ORA is a Multiple Input Signature Register [1], whose
purpose is to collect and compress the output response. A bsc is in-
serted at the fan-out of each PI. Three additional bscs,b1, b2, andb3,
are inserted to satisfy the dependency of 3. All bscs are constructed as
a scan chain and connected to the TPG. The basic structure of a bsc
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Fig. 1. Circuit and its partition configurations with dependency constraint of 3. (a) Original circuit. (b) Original circuit two bscs. (c) Original circuit with three
bscs.

Fig. 2. Implementation of pseudoexhaustive testing and the structure of a bsc.

contains a mux and a flip-flop in Fig. 2. During the normal mode, the
signaltestis set to zero and all bscs become transparent, i.e., they do not
affect the circuit’s function. In each cycle of the test mode(test = 1),
a test pattern is serially shifted to the flip-flops of bscs, and the output
responses are directed to the ORA, which is analyzed later.

III. D ELAY MODEL AND DELAY COMPUTATION

In this section, we describe the delay model of bsc insertion and
the associated delay calculation. Based on this model, we present an
algorithm in the subsequent sections that attempts to find an optimal
way of bsc insertion.

A combinational circuit can be represented as a directed acyclic
graphG = (V; E), whereV consists of all the gates andE consists
of directed edges such that a directed edgee(v ! u) is inE if v is an
input of u. The edgee(v ! u) is a fan-in edgeof u and nodev is a
fan-in node ofu. In addition, nodew or edgee is atransitivefan-in of
nodeu if there exists a path fromw or e tou. The set of nodes that are
transitive fan-ins of nodev is referred to as theinput coneof nodev.

To fulfill the dependency constraint, some bscs may be inserted. Be-
fore inserting bscs, we assume that the circuit is technology mapped
and wire delay information is available. Let the delay of edgee be
d(e), which contains the wire delay and the delay of its fan-out gates.
For simplicity, we assume that the delay of a node is added to the delay
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Fig. 3. Delay model and delay computation. (a) Original circuit. (b) Original
circuit with three bscs.

of its fan-in edges. This will not affect the calculation of the circuit
delay. In addition, each noden is assigned a valueA(n) called thear-
rival time or the delay, of which the signal it generates is stable [15].
Normally, the arrival time of each PI is set to zero. We can recursively
calculate the arrival timeA(e) of edgee and the arrival timeA(n) of
noden by the following two formulas:

A(ei) =A(ni) + d(ei);

whereni is the source gate of edgeei (1)

A(nj) =MaxfA(ek) + d(ek)jek is a fan-in edge ofnjg: (2)

When a bsc is inserted on edgee, our delay model assumes that one
constantdelay penalty,de(bsc), is added to the delay of edgee. Hence,
(1) can be rewritten as

A(e) = A(n) + d(e) + de(bsc) (3)

wheren is the source gate of edgee andde(bsc) is the delay penalty
of a bsc one.

Example 1: Consider the circuit in Fig. 3(a). Assuming that the edge
delayd(e) and bsc delay penaltyd(bsc) are both one, by (1)–(3) we
can obtain the delay of each node shown outside the circle. In Fig. 3(a),
without inserting any bscs, the delay of nodeg5,A(g5) is three because
the longest path from the PIs isI1 ! g1 ! g2 ! g5, which contains
three edge delays. In Fig. 3(b), after inserting bscsb1; b2, andb3, the
delay ofg5; A(g5) becomes 4 because of additional bsc delay.

The constant delay penaltyde(bsc)may be different on various edge
e, where a bsc is inserted and can be obtained before applying the above
computation. For simplifying the following discussion, we further as-
sume that the delay penalty of inserting a bsc is the same on different

edges, i.e.,de(bsc) = d(bsc) for all edges. Our algorithm can easily
be extended to the case when the delay penalty is different. The reason
to assign one constant delay penalty to an inserted bsc is that in the
linear delay model [9], where

delay = intrinsic delay + resistance
�

load (4)

the incurred delay penalty can be precomputed since the values of all
the variables in (4) can be obtained in advance. Despite the fact that our
delay model might not be accurate for dealing with other complex delay
models, the presented algorithm still can give a good approximation
solution to reduce the delay penalty of inserted bscs.

IV. DELAY LOWER BOUND COMPUTATION

As mentioned in Section II, when a bsc is inserted on some edgee,
the constant delay penaltyd(bsc) is added into the delay of every path
passing throughe. Our objective is to minimize the circuit delay (crit-
ical path delay) of the normal-mode circuit after inserting bscs under
the predetermined dependency constraintk. The proposed algorithm
consists of two phases. In the first phase, called the labeling phase,
we compute a label for each node that can accurately estimate the min-
imum delay under the dependency constraint. A node’s label computed
by our algorithm is always less than or equal to the minimum delay of
the node, i.e., a lower bound. In the second phase, the bsc insertion
phase, we insert bscs so that each node’s final delay can be as close to
its label as possible. We describe the labeling phase in this section and
the bsc insertion phase in the next section.

First give some definitions used in our discussion. For simplicity,
we assume that a bsc has been inserted on the fan-out stem of each PI.
Let thedependency setof noden, denoteddep(n), be the set of bscs
on whichn depends andjdep(n)j be thesizeof dep(n). The bscs of
dep(n) can be viewed as a “cut set,” which separatesn from the PIs. If
jdep(n)j � k, the set of nodes on the fan-out stems, of which the bscs
of dep(n) are inserted, are called ak-cutset of noden. For example, in
Fig. 1(c), the bsc setfb3; b4; b5g is g5 ’s dependency set and the node
setfg1; g2; g4g is g5 ’s 3-cutset.

The label of noden l(n) is the (estimated) minimum delay ofn
underk. The difference between the label of a node and the delay (ar-
rival time) of a node is that the label is an estimated value, which will
be shown to be a lower bound of the optimal delay for the node. In
order words, the label of a node is always less than or equal to the
delay of the node. The initial labels of PIs are set to zero and the la-
bels are computed in the topological order from PIs to POs. Therefore,
before calculating the label ofn, all the labels inn’s input cone have
been obtained. In addition, when computingn’s label, all the labels
in its input cone are assumed to have values. This assumption will not
cause any error since a label is a lower bound estimation. The basic
steps of computingn’s label are as follows. First, we determine a pos-
sible range ofn’s label from the labels of its immediate fan-ins. If
d(bsc) = 1, we show that there are only two possible values forn’s
label: the smaller value, which is calledbest_labelandbest_label,+ 1.
Then we try to find whether it is possible to have ak-cutset, which can
result in thebest_label. If there is such ak-cutset, we set the label of
n to bebest_label; otherwise, we set the label ofn to best_label+ 1.
In the following, we discuss an important property: the possible range
of a node’s label can be determined from the labels of its (immediate)
fan-in nodes.

Definition 1: Thebest_labelbl(n) of noden is defined as

bl(n) = MAXfl(ni) + d(ei)j; whereei(=ni ! n)

is a fan-in edge ofng: (5)
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Fig. 4. Bounds for the label of a node.

Lemma 1: If labels of n’s immediate fan-ins are optimal delays,
thenl(n) of n has the property

bl(n) � l(n) � bl(n) + d(bsc): (6)

Proof: We provebl(n) � l(n) by contradiction. Becausebl(n)
is the maximum value ofl(ni)+d(ei) for each fan-in edgeei, suppose
edgee2(=n2 ! n) is such that a fan-in edge ofn is bl(n) = l(n2) +
d(e2) in Fig. 4. Let us prove by contradiction. Assume that there exists
an optimalk-cutsetCutof n so thatbl(n) > l(n). Sincen2 is a fan-in
node ofn, thek-cutsetCut must also be ak-cutset ofn2, as shown in
Fig. 4. If we useCut as ak-cutset ofn2, then

n2's delay=n's delay� d(e2)

= l(n)� d(e2) < bl(n)� d(e2) = l(n2):

Therefore, ifCut is ak-cutset forn2, we haven2’s delay< l(n2),
which contradicts the fact that the label of a node is the minimum value
underk.

It is easy to provel(n) � bl(n)+ d(bsc). If bscs are inserted on all
the fan-in nodes ofn, the delay ofn is equal tobl(n) + d(bsc). Note
that here the number of the fan-ins of any node should be less than or
equal tok. Q:E:D:

If the labels of all fan-ins are indeed optimal, thenbl(n)+1 is always
achievable. We now use an example to illustrate Lemma 1. Consider the
same circuit as in Example 1. We duplicate the circuit in Fig. 5, where
the number outside a node is the corresponding node’s label, which we
are about to compute. Again, let the delay of an edged(e) and the bsc
delay penaltyd(bsc)be one. We also assume the dependency constraint
is 3. Initially, the labels of all the PIs are set to 0. Our labeling algorithm
will start from PIs to POs. For nodeg1, it is easy to see that there is no
need to insert bscs forg1 so the label ofg1 is equal to 1. Similarly, for
g2; g3, andg4, we have the labelsl(g2) = 2, l(g3) = 1, andl(g4) = 1.
The labels ofg2; g3, andg4 are the same as their delay (arrival time) in
Fig. 3(a). Forg5 which has four PIs in its transitive fan-ins, we do need
to insert bscs forg5. Sinceg5 ’s immediate fan-in nodes areg2 andg3,
according to Lemma 1, we havebl(g5) = MAXfl(g2)+d(e), l(g3)+
d(e)g = MAXf2+1; 1+1g = 3. Then we can find out that the range
of g5 ’s label is3 = bl(g5) � l(g5) � bl(g5) + d(bsc) = 4. There
are only two choices forg5 ’s label, i.e., eitherl(g5) = 3 or l(g5) = 4.
In a later discussion, we will show that there does not exist a solution
that makes the delay ofg5 to be 3 under the dependency constraint 3,
so g5 ’s label must be 4. Continue to considerg6, which has six PIs

Fig. 5. Computation of nodes’ labels with the dependency constraint 3.

in its transitive fan-ins. We also need to insert bscs for it. Sinceg6 ’s
immediate fan-in nodes areg4 andg5, with labels 1 and 4, respectively,
we havebl(g6) = MAXfl(g4) + d(e), l(g5) + d(e)g = MAXf1 +
1; 4 + 1g = 5. By Lemma 1, the range ofg6 can be determined to be
5 = bl(g6) � l(g6) � bl(g6)+d(bsc) = 6. We will show that there is
one solution that makesg6 ’s delay to be 5, so its labell(g6) is equal to
5 (=bl(g6)). One bsc insertion solution to achievel(g6) = 5 is shown
in Fig. 3(b).

From Lemma 1, we can obtain a possible range ofn’s label l(n),
whose best value isbl(n) and worst value isbl(n) + d(bsc). Without
losing generality, let us assume that the delay penaltyd(bsc) and the
delayd(e) of eache are integers. If the delay penaltyd(bsc) is 1,
according to (6), we have only two choices forn’s label l(n): bl(n)
or bl(n) + 1. Therefore, to obtainn’s label, we only need to decide
whetherbl(n) is achievable. If the answer is “yes,” thenn’s label is
equal tobl(n). Otherwise,n’s label is equal tobl(n) + 1. When the
delay penaltyd(bsc) is not equal to 1, we can use the binary search
method to gradually findl(n). For example, suppose thatd(bsc) is 4.
We first check the feasibility ofbl(n) + 2, which is the median be-
tweenbl(n) andbl(n)+ 4. If it is feasible, thenl(n) must be between
bl(n) andbl(n) + 2. Otherwise,l(n) must be betweenbl(n) + 2 and
bl(n)+4. Whenbl(n)+2 is feasible, we can continue to check the fea-
sibility of bl(n)+1, which is the median betweenbl(n) andbl(n)+2.
The binary search can continue untill(n) is obtained.

Let us assumed(bsc) = 1 in the following discussion: Now, the
problem of finding noden’s label has been changed to the yes/no
problem of determining whetherbl(n) is achievable. Note thatbl(n)+1
is always achievable by inserting bscs on the fan-in edges of noden.
Luckily, this yes/no problem has an approximate solution using the
MFMC algorithm. Before describing the use of MFMC algorithm, we
discuss how to exclude nodes that should not be selected into ak-cutset
to achievel(n) = bl(n).

To compute the label ofn, suppose nodec is selected into an optimal
k-cutset. A bsc is inserted at the fan-out of each node in thek-cutset. In
Fig. 6, the longest path delay from a PIpi throughc ton is l(c)+d(c!
n) + d(bsc), whered(c ! n) is the longest path delay fromc to n

without involving any bsc delay penalty. Ifc is selected into an optimal
k-cutset ofn, we havel(c) + d(c! n) + d(bsc) � l(n). Therefore,
to achieve thebest_labelbl(n) of n, if c (other than PIs) is selected
into thek-cutset, its labell(c)must be less than or equal to the value of
bl(n)�d(c! n)�d(bsc). In addition, because a PI can be considered
as a bsc, we do not need to insert bsc at the fan-out of a PI. We define a
node whose label satisfies (7) and (8) to be atiming-feasiblenode for
bl(n)

l(c) � bl(n)� d(c! n)� d(bsc); if c is not a PI (7)

l(pi) � bl(n)� d(pi! n): (8)
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Fig. 6. Delay of a path frompi ! c ! n.

Fig. 7. Timing-feasible nodes forbl(g ) = 4.

In order to achievel(n) = bl(n), each node in thek-cutset must be a
timing-feasible node forbl(n). Note that for eachc in the input cone
of n, the values ofl(c); d(c! n), d(bsc), andbl(n) can be precom-
puted. Hence, we can easily determine whetherc is timing-feasible for
bl(n).

For example, in Fig. 7, gatesg1 to g5 have been labeled and
label of g6 is under consideration. Sincel(g4) = 1 and l(g5) = 3,
according to (5) and (6), we havebl(g6) = 4 and 4 � l(g6) � 5.
In order to achievel(g6) = bl(g6) = 4, we can find thatg4 is a
timing-feasible node becausel(g4) � bl(g6)�d(g4 ! g6)�d(bsc),
i.e., 1 � 4 � 1 � 1. Similarly, g3 is also a timing-feasible node for
bl(g6) = 4. On the other hand,g5 is not a timing-feasible node for
bl(g6) = 4 becausel(g5) > bl(g6) � d(g5 ! g6) � d(bsc), i.e.,
3 > 4� 1� 1. Also, we consider PIs as bscs. One can check that all
PIs are timing-feasible from (8). In Fig. 7, all timing-feasible nodes
for l(g6) = 4 are marked.

Now, let us consider to check the feasibility ofbl(n) for n’s label.
Assume all the labels ofn’s input coneCone(n) exceptn, are already
computed. Also, by applying (7) and (8), we can find all timing-feasible
nodes inn’s fan-in cone. With this information, we are ready to use the
MFMC algorithm to resolve the yes/no problem, i.e., to decide whether
there is ak-cutset containing only timing-feasible nodes forbl(n).

Although the traditional MFMC algorithm performs the “cut” oper-
ation on edges of a graph, it can be easily transformed to perform the
“cut” operation on nodes. To apply the MFMC algorithm, we transform
Cone(n) into a weighted graph as follows. We first add two nodes, the

Fig. 8. Weighted DAG forCone(g ) of Fig. 7 and a mincut Cut with maxflow
5.

source nodeS and the destination nodeD. We also add the edges con-
nectingS to each PI and the edges connecting noden toD. Then, the
weight of each timing-feasible node forbl(n) is set to 1 and others toin-
finite. When applying the MFMC algorithm on this transformed graph,
the MFMC algorithm tries to select a cutset whose total weight is min-
imum. The weights that we assign on the transformed graph cause the
MFMC algorithm to select (cut) only timing-feasible nodes because
the weights of timing-feasible nodes are much smaller than others. In
addition, the MFMC algorithm will try to find the minimum number
of possible timing-feasible nodes to form a cutset. If the size of the
selected cutset is greater thank, it means that there does not exist a
k-cutset that contains only timing-feasible nodes, i.e.,l(n) = bl(n) is
not feasible.

We now use an example to summarize the process of the labeling
algorithm. Consider labelg6 in Fig. 7. First, we would like to know
whether it is possible to havel(g6) = bl(g6) = 4. Then, for nodes
in the input cone ofg6, we find that onlyfg3; g4; PIsg are timing-
feasible. After that, we transform the graph in Fig. 7 to the weighted
graph in Fig. 8, where the weights offg3; g4, all PIsg are assigned
to one and the others to infinite. The MFMC algorithm will then be
applied to Fig. 8. Suppose a minimum weight cut, shown as the dash
line in Fig. 8, is returned. Since the minimum weight is 5, it is not
possible to have a 4-cutset to achieve the goal ofl(g6) = bl(g6) = 4.
Sincel(g6) = 4 is not achievable, we must havel(g6) = 5; according
to Lemma 1,4 � l(g6) � 5. Therefore, the labell(g6) is set to 5.

During the labeling ofn, we use the MFMC algorithm to decide
whetherl(n) = bl(n) is feasible or not. If the cut size returned from
MFMC is greater thank, we conclude that there does not exist a
k-cutset consisting of only timing-feasible nodes, sol(n) = bl(n)
must not be feasible. Therefore, the label ofn is set tobl(n) + 1. On
the other hand, if the cut size from MFMC is less than or equal tok,
we set the label ofn to bl(n) in the labeling algorithm. However, the
assignment ofl(n) = bl(n) for the later case (cut size� k) may
be too optimistic. The reason is as follows. Even though each node
in the k-cutset suggested by MFMC is timing-feasible, all together
they may not be timing-feasible forl(n) = bl(n). For example,
consider finding the label ofg9 in Fig. 9, where all highlighted
nodes are timing-feasible forl(g9) = bl(g9) = 6. Here, we let
the dependency constraint be 4. For example, the MFMC algorithm
may return the 4-cutsetfg7; g4; g3; g6g for g9 as shown in Fig. 9.
Since the cutset size is equal to the dependency constraint 4, the
labeling algorithm setsl(g9) to 6. Note that, in the configuration
of this 4-cutset,g6 is in the fan-out ofg3 so there are two bscs
in the critical pathI1 ! g1 ! g3 ! g6 ! g8 ! g9. In this
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Fig. 9. 4-cutsetCut with the bsc chain effect.

special case, after inserting bscs for this 4-cutset, the delay ofg9 is 7
(=d(I1 ! g1)+d(g1 ! g3)+d(g3 ! g6)+d(g6 ! g8)+d(g8 !
g9) + 2�d(bsc) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2), which is larger than its
label 6. In this example, the 4-cutset has the configuration thatg3 has
in the fan-in ofg6. If the configuration of thek-cutset contains more
than one node in a path as in the example, then the labeling algorithm
may wrongly estimate the delay ofn. We call such a situation the
bsc chain effect. The details of the bsc chain effect and a method to
alleviate the effect is discussed in Section V.

Lemma 2: Suppose the labels of all the nodes inn’s input cone are
the same as the optimal delays under the dependency constraintk. If
thek-cutset ofn suggested by the MFMC algorithm has no bsc chain
effect, thenn’s labell(n) set by the labeling algorithm is optimal.

Proof: For any noden, we havebl(n) � l(n) � bl(n) + 1
(Lemma 1). We finish the proof by two cases. Case 1: If the MFMC
algorithm cannot suggest ak-cutset forbl(n), then we insert bscs on
the fan-out stems ofn’s immediate fan-in nodes. Hence,l(n) is equal to
bl(n)+ 1, which is the optimal delay under the dependency constraint
k. Case 2:Cut is a k-cutset suggested by the MFMC algorithm for
bl(n), but it has no bsc chain effect. For any nodec in Cut, there is,
at most, one bsc on any path fromc to n. Hence, we havebl(n) =
MAXfl(c) + d(c ! n) + 1g � MAXfA(c) + d(c ! n) + 1g =
A(n). In this case, we setl(n) to bl(n), which is the optimal delay
under the dependency constraintk. Q:E:D:

V. BSC INSERTION

Our final objective is to insert bscs so that the whole circuit delay
(the critical path delay) is as small as possible. Hence, after all labels
of nodes have been determined, our basic strategy is to maintain the
labels of nodes in the critical paths as inserting bscs. The bsc insertion
process is iteratively performed from POs to PIs. Initially, we put all
POs into a processing list. In each iteration, we select ann with the
maximal label from the list. After finding ak-cutset forn, we insert
bscs at the fan-out stems of nodes ink-cutset. Then,n is removed from
the processing list and nodes in thek-cutset are added into the list. This
process continues until there is no node in the processing list.

For example, consider the circuit of Fig. 10. Assume the dependency
constraint is 3 and each node’s label has been obtained and is shown

Fig. 10. Insertion of bscs.

Fig. 11. 4-cutsetCut without the bsc chain effect.

outside the circle. First, we process the fan-in cone ofg7. The MFMC
algorithm suggests the 3-cutsetCutg7 = fg3; g4; g6g. After inserting
bscs on the fan-outs of nodes inCutg7, we treat the nodesg3; g4, and
g6 as POs and put them into the processing list. Next, we processg6 ’s
fan-in cone and obtain the 3-cutsetCutg6 = fg2; g5g. Similarly, we
insert bscs forCutg6 and put them into the processing list. Now, the
processing list consists ofg5; g3; g4, andg2, whose dependencies are
all less than or equal to 3. Therefore, we do not insert bscs for these
nodes and the process ends.

While processingn, we attempt to obtain ak-cutset forn so that the
delay ofn is the same as its label. Thisk-cutset can be obtained by
applying the MFMC algorithm as in the labeling phase. However, as
mentioned in Section IV, after inserting bscs at the fan-outs of nodes
in the k-cutset, the delay ofn may be larger than its labell(n). In
this section, we propose some heuristics to alleviate this inconsistency
problem. When thek-cutset suggested by the MFMC algorithm cannot
achieve the label, our heuristics try to find otherk-cutsets that hopefully
can achieve the label. Note that, since our final objective is to minimize
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Fig. 12. Interference effect between different cutsets. (a) Case 1 of the interference effect. (b) Case 2 of the interference effect. (c) Interference removal by sharing
bscs. (d) Interference removal by finding another outside cutset.

the whole circuit (critical path) delay, we allow the delay of nodes in
the noncritical paths to be larger than their labels.

In the following subsections, we discuss two effects that may cause
some node’s delay to be larger than its label after bsc insertion. These
two effects are 1) thebsc chain effectand 2) theinterference effect. In
the subsequent sections, these two effects are explained in detail and
the heuristics to alleviate these two effects are also discussed.

A. The Bsc Chain Effect

Consider ak-cutset for noden: If the configuration of thek-cutset
contains more than one bsc in a path, then the labeling algorithm may
wrongly estimate the delay ofn. We call such a situation the bsc chain
effect because (7) always adds one bsc delay penalty betweenn and
another node in thek-cutset while there may be more than one bscs in
between. However, there may exist otherk-cutsets that can causen’s
delay to be the same as its label. In this section, we propose heuristics
to search otherk-cutset solutions. Without going into detail, we use an
example to demonstrate our basic ideas.

Consider again Fig. 9, to fulfill the label of nodeg9, the MFMC
algorithm may suggest the 4-cutsetCut = fg3; g4; g6; g7g based on
the labeling algorithm. Instead of using the 4-cutset Cut from MFMC,
we may select another 4-cutsetCut0 = fg2; g3; g4; g7g, as shown in
Fig. 11. In the new configuration, there is no bsc chain effect and one
can find the delay ofg9 is six which is the same as the label. This new
4-cutset can be obtained by replacingg6 with its fan-in nodesg2 and
g3. Such a way of replacing a node with its (immediate) fan-in nodes
in thek-cutset is called thepushing-toward-input technique.

However, the technique may not be applied to all nodes in the
k-cutset. For a nodem in the k-cutset, two constraints must be
satisfied to apply the pushing-toward-input technique. First, all fan-in
nodes ofm are timing-feasible nodes. Recall thatc is a timing-
feasible node forl(n) = bl(n) if its label l(c) is less than or equal
to “bl(n) � d(c ! n) � d(bsc).” Second, the size of the resulting
new cutset is not larger thank, i.e., it is still ak-cutset. Otherwise,
applying the pushing-toward-input technique arbitrarily may incur
larger delay or may not satisfy the dependency constraint. Returning
to the case of Fig. 9, where bothg2 and g3 are timing-feasible,
we can apply the pushing-toward-input technique to replaceg6 with
g2 and g3, and obtain another 4-cutsetCut0 = fg2; g3; g4; g7g, as
shown in Fig. 11. Because all nodes inCut0 are timing-feasible and
there exists no bsc chain effect, the delay ofg9 resulting fromCut0

can achieve its label.

B. The Interference Effect

In this section, we discuss theinterference effect, which may also
cause some node’s solution from the MCMF algorithm to be larger than

its labels. Basically, the interference effect comes from the sequential
processing of nodes’ labels. During the labeling phase, we evaluate a
node’s label based on the labels of nodes in its input cone only. How-
ever, a node’s label may be interfered by thek-cutsets of nodes outside
its input cone. Consider two fan-in cones ofn1 andn2 in Fig. 12(a).
Supposen1 is processed first and we find ak-cutsetC1 for n1. Then
we processn2 and also find ak-cutsetC2 for n2. Because of additional
bscs fromC2 are inserted betweenn1 andC1, the delay ofn1 may be
increased accidentally. Therefore, ignoring the effect of nodes outside
n1’s fan-in cone during the labeling phase may causen1’s label to be
too optimistic.

Similar to the bsc chain effect, it is possible that there exist other
k-cutsets that do not have the interference effect. For example, con-
sider again the interference effect of Fig. 12(a). Assume that the
k-cutsetC1 for n1 is chosen first. While finding ak-cutsetC2 for
n2, there may be four possible configurations shown in Fig. 12. Ar-
bitrarily selecting ak-cutsetC2 for n2, as in Fig. 12(a) and (b), may
cause the delay ofn1 to be larger than its label. However, if the con-
figuration of ak-cutsetC2 for noden2 is the same as in Fig. 12(c)
and (d), there will be no interference effect forn1. Therefore, our
algorithm will intelligently selectk-cutsets so that there will be no
interference effect, if possible.

Recall that our algorithm generates a weighted graph in which a
timing-feasible node is assigned weight one and others are assigned
infinite; then, the MFMC algorithm selects a cutset from the weighted
graph with minimum total weight. For leading MFMC to resuggest an-
otherk-cutset solution forn2, the heuristicreweightssome nodes in
the fan-in cone ofn1 according to the following two reweighting rules:
1) reassign a weight as much less than the initial weight to each node
in thek-cutsetC1; and 2) reassign infinite weights for “critical” nodes,
which will cause the delay ofn1 to increase.

Again, supposeC1 is already identified. The weight reassignment of
Rule 1 is to favor the nodes inC1 when choosing ak-cutsetC2 for n2
as in Fig. 12(c). The weight reassignment of Rule 2 forbids selection
of critical nodes in the input cone ofn1 so that the delay ofn1 will not
be enlarged byC2 as in Fig. 12(d).

The reweight technique may not always be successful. However,
since our final goal is to minimize the whole circuit (critical path) delay,
we only need to minimize the delay of nodes in the critical paths. As
a result, we may permit some nodes whose delays are greater than its
label. For example, ifn1 is more critical thann2, we will first process
n1 and then forcen2 not to interference withn1. In other words, we
may increase the delay ofn2 by allowingn1 ’s label not to be interfered.

C. Bsc Reduction Under Delay Constraint

In this section, we propose a novel algorithm to reduce the number
of bscs under some delay constraint. The basic idea is to add/remove
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Fig. 13. BSC addition and reduction. (a) Original circuit. (b) Addition of redundant bscs b6 and b7 in (a). (c) Removal of redundant bscs b2, b4, and b5 in(b).

Fig. 14. BSC insertion algorithm.

some “timing redundant” bscs whose addition/ removal do not violate
the previous timing and dependency constraint. The bsc addition step
can be considered as a perturbation to help the optimization algorithm
jump out of the local minimum. Then a modified bsc reduction algo-
rithm [17] is applied to remove as many bscs as possible. Since the ad-
dition/removal of bscs does not increase delay, our delay result does not
get worse than the previous result before bsc addition/removal, while
the number of bscs can be reduced.

We say that a bsc istiming redundantif the addition/removal of
the bsc does not increase the circuit delay and violate the dependency
constraint. For example, consider Fig. 13(a) where there are five bscs
fb1; b2; b3; b4; b5g to achieve the dependency constraint of 3. Given
d(e) = d(bsc) = 1, the circuit has the optimal delay of 5 and a
critical path is shown in the graph. In this circuit, we say that bscsb6

andb7 in Fig. 13(b) are timing redundant because the addition does
not violate the circuit timing and dependency constraint. However,
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Fig. 15. Example to illustrate the bsc insertion algorithm. (a) Computation of the delay lower bound. (b) BSC insertion for the input cone ofg6. (c) Elimination
of bsc chain effect by the push-toward-input technique; (d) BSC insertion for the input cone ofg8. (e) Elimination of the interference effect by using the reweight
technique. (f) Final circuit.

the addition of timing redundant bscs may allow the subsequent bsc
reduction algorithm to remove more bscs in the circuit. Consider
the same example. After addingb6 andb7, fb1; b2; b4; b5g become
redundant and can be removed from the circuit in Fig. 13(c). Note
that both circuits in Fig. 13(a) and (c) have the same delay but
different number of bscs. By appropriately adding/removing timing
redundant bscs, the number of bscs are reduced while the circuit
timing is maintained.

During the bsc addition step, it should be noted that the addition
of one timing redundant bsc may cause others to be nontiming
redundant. Our heuristic tries to order the selection in a way that bscs
are inserted into those nodes that have larger fan-outs or fan-ins. This
is because the addition of those bscs has a better chance of causing
many bscs to become redundant and can be removed. Consider the
same example in Fig. 13(c). The addition ofb7 can causeb4 andb5

to be removed.

D. An Example to Summarize Bsc Insertion Algorithm

Fig. 14 shows our bsc insertion algorithm, which integrates the
heuristics to alleviate both the bsc chain effect and the interference
effect. We use an example to summarize our algorithm.

Let the dependency constraint be 3. Consider the circuit in Fig. 15(a),
in which the label of a node is outside the corresponding node. Ini-
tially, list Listpo consists of POsg6 andg8. Since the label ofg6 is
larger thang8, we first try to insert bscs forg6. After applying the
MFMC algorithm, we obtain the 3-cutsetCutg6 = fg1; g3; g4g high-
lighted in Fig. 15(b). Because of the bsc chain effect in this 3-cutset,
the delay ofg6 becomes 7, which exceeds its label 6. We then use
the pushing-toward-input technique of Section V-A to obtain another
3-cutsetCut0g6 = fg1; g2; g3g highlighted in Fig. 15(c). This new
3-cutset can cause the delay ofg6 to be the same as its label. Then
we removeg6 and put the nodes ofCut0g6 into Listpo. After that, we
processg8, which has the maximal label currently. After applying the
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TABLE I
DEPENDENCY= 20 WITH d(bsc) = 2

TABLE II
DEPENDENCY= 15 WITH d(bsc) = 2

MFMC algorithm, we have one 3-cutsetCutg8 = fg4; g7g, as shown
in Fig. 15(d). This 3-cutset interferes with the previous 3-cutset and
causes the delay ofg6 to increase. With the reweighting technique of
Section V-B, we can obtain another 3-cutsetCut0g8 = fg2; g3; g7g,
which can satisfy our objective as shown in Fig. 15(e). Similarly, we put
nodes inCut0g8 to Listpo. Now, since the dependency of each node of
Listpo is less than or equal to the dependency constraint 3, the process
ends. Our algorithm reports that bscs should be inserted at the fan-out
stems offg1; g3; g7; g2g, as shown in Fig. 15(f).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented the algorithm in Fig. 14 and applied it to the
ISCAS85 combinational benchmark. In the experiment, we make two
assumptions for the delays of bscs. One is that the delay of a bsc is

1, d(bsc) = 1 (unit delay). The other is that the delay of a bsc is 2,
d(bsc) = 2 (two delay), since a mux is a two-level combinational
circuit. In addition, we also obtain technology mapping results using a
commercial logic optimization tool with a COMPASS 0.6-�m library.
Our experimental results are shown in Tables I–IV. Assumingd(bsc) =
2, Table I shows the results under the dependency constraint of 20, and
Table II under the constraint of 15. Assumingd(bsc) = 1, Table III
shows the results under the constraint of 20, and Table IV under the
constraint of 15.

Column one gives the name of each circuit. Column two shows the
critical path delay without inserting any bsc. Column three shows the
largest label among all POs. The largest label of a circuit is a lower
bound of the critical path delay. After inserting bscs by the algorithm in
Fig. 14, column four shows the circuit delay and column five shows the
number of bscs inserted. Column six gives the CPU runtime on Ultra
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TABLE III
DEPENDENCY= 20 WITH d(bsc) = 1

TABLE IV
DEPENDENCY= 15 WITH d(bsc) = 1

Sparc II. After performing technology mapping with the COMPASS
0.6-�m library, we show the delay and area results in the seventh and
eighth columns. (The area results do not include theTPG andORA.)
We also reimplement the algorithm [17]. Columns nine and ten show
the results of delay and bscs needed while columns 11 and 12 show the
results after technology mapping with the same library. For example,
in Table I, the critical path delay of C5315 is originally 53 without
inserting bscs. Under the dependency constraint of 20 and the two-
delay assumption, the largest label is 55. Our heuristic requires 39 bscs
to achieve the delay of 55, which must be an optimal solution. After
technology mapping, the results of our delay and area are 7.59 ns and
3997 while the results of [17] are 8.34 ns and 3840. We also highlight
our results that are the same as the lower bounds, i.e., optimal solutions.
For others, our results are optimal or very close to optimal solutions. On

the average, in Table I, we obtain a 9% delay improvement compared
to the results of [17] with 4% of area penalty.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a timing-driven bsc insertion method for pseudoex-
haustively testing VLSI circuits has been presented. We first presented
an algorithm to estimate each node’s label, i.e., the lower bound of
its delay. Since the bsc chain effect and the interference effect may
occur during the bsc insertion process, the delay of some nodes may
not achieve their labels by the formula. Then, we explored the reasons
that the two effects occur. To alleviate these effects, we further pro-
posed some heuristics on which an bsc insertion algorithm was devel-
oped. Finally, the experimental results of ISCAS85 benchmark circuits
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show that our heuristic algorithm can achieve or be very close to the
label (optimal solution).
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Clock Selection for Performance Optimization of
Control-Flow Intensive Behaviors

Kamal S. Khouri and Niraj K. Jha

Abstract—This paper presents a clock selection algorithm for con-
trol-flow intensive behaviors that are characterized by the presence of
conditionals and deeply nested loops. Unlike previous papers, which
are primarily geared toward data-dominated behaviors, this algorithm
examines the effects of branch probabilities and their interaction with
allocation constraints. Using examples, we demonstrate, how changing
branch probabilities and resource allocation can dramatically affect the
optimal clock period, and hence, the performance of the schedule, and
show that the interaction of these two factors must also be taken into
account when searching for an optimal clock period. We then introduce
the clock selection algorithm, which employs a fast critical-path analysis
engine that allows it to evaluate what effect different clock periods,
branch probabilities, and resource allocations may ultimately have on
the performance of the behavior. When evaluating the critical path, we
exploit the fact that our target behaviors exhibit locality of execution. We
tested our algorithm using a number of benchmarks from various sources.
A series of experiments demonstrates that our algorithm is quickly
capable of selecting a small set of performance-enhancing clock periods,
among which the optimal clock period typically lies. Another experiment
demonstrates that the algorithm can adapt to varying resource constraints.

Index Terms—Clock selection, control-datapath synthesis, performance
optimization, scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various tradeoffs during behavioral synthesis have been shown to
have a major influence on design parameters, such as area, power,
and delay. For example, work in synthesis for low power has shown
that decisions at the behavior level can result in an order-of-magnitude
power reduction [1], [2]. Behavioral synthesis is the process of trans-
lating a circuit’s behavioral description, often presented in a high-level
description language (VHDL, Hardware C), into an appropriate reg-
ister-transfer level (RTL) design. The different synthesis tasks include
scheduling, allocation, assignment, clock selection, and module selec-
tion.

Optimizing the performance of a behavior has been the target of
research in scheduling and clock selection. Resource-constrained
schedulers have a fixed number of resources of each type available for
scheduling and attempt to minimize the schedule length. For example,
rotation scheduling [3] represents a class of algorithms that exploits
the cyclic nature of a behavior to produce performance-optimized
schedules under resource constraints. Rotation scheduling works with
cyclic data-flow graphs, which allow for restructuring of the loop body
to achieve performance improvements. Loop optimization is also used
in percolation-based scheduling [4], [5], where a loop is unwound
incrementally to find a repeating pattern in the schedule. More
general scheduling algorithms that can handle control flow include
path-based scheduling[6], which seeks to minimize the length of
each individual path in the schedule and then combines them to form
a unified schedule. It has been shown that optimizing individual paths
does not optimize the average schedule length (measured as the time
taken for the schedule to complete execution, averaged over a large
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